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Covarieties of coalgebras are those classes of coalgebras for an endofunctorH on the category
of sets that are closed under coproducts, subcoalgebras and quotients. Equivalently, covari-
eties are classes ofH-coalgebras that can be presented by coequations. Adámek introduced a
logic of coequations and proved soundness and completeness for all polynomial functors on
the category of sets. Here this result is extended to accessible functors: given a presentation
of an accessible functor H, simple deduction systems for coequations are formulated and it
is shown that regularity of the presentation implies soundness and completeness of these
deduction systems. The converse is true whenever H has a non-trivial terminal coalgebra.
Also a method is found to obtain concrete descriptions of cofree (and thus terminal) coal-
gebras of accessible functors, and is applied to the finite and countable powerset functor as
well as to the finite distribution functor.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1. Coequational logic
A number of types of state-based systems such as labelled transition systems or deterministic automata are coalgebras
as demonstrated by Rutten [14]: a coalgebra for an endofunctor H on the category of sets is given by a set S of states (its
carrier) and a function S → HS (its behaviour). The functor H corresponds to the system type and the function determines
for each system state its possible one-step behaviour. For example, the coalgebras for the functor H = P(A × −) are the
labelled transition systems with labels from the set A: here a function S → P(A × S) assigns to each state s ∈ S a set of
pairs (a, s′) ∈ A × S which is interpreted as the set of outgoing transitions s a→ s′ of s.
In universal algebra, it is well-known that equations determine quotients of free algebras. Dually, in this paper we
consider coequations which determine subcoalgebras of cofree coalgebras: a coequation is a “forbidden” state q ∈ QC of a
cofree coalgebra with carrier QC , and we denote it byq. The subcoalgebra determined byq is the largest one that does
not contain the state q and is “invariant under recolourings”; this is dual to the quotient determined by an equation, which
is the largest one that equates the terms from the equation and is “invariant under variable renaming”.
We give an example of a coequation: consider the polynomial functor H = (−)2 + 1. Its coalgebras are deterministic
systems with binary inputs and deadlock states. The carrier QC of the cofree H-coalgebra on a set C consists of all (ordered)
binary trees where every node carries a label from C. As usual we think of C as a set of colours; assume that C consists of the
colours black and white. Then for example
(the black singleton tree is forbidden) is a coequation.
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Historically, coequations were first introduced as subsets of cofree coalgebras by Rutten when he proved the dual of the
Birkhoff Variety Theorem in [14]. Rutten worked with bounded functors to ensure the existence of cofree coalgebras; we
will work with accessible functors, a condition that was proved to be equivalent to boundedness in [5,8]. Gumm [7] then
observed that one can restrict coequations to subsets QC\{q} of a cofree coalgebra QC where q ∈ QC ; this corresponds to a
“forbidden” state q.
Coequations stand for certain properties of coalgebras: given a fixed functor they are sets of states of the cofree coalgebra,
and these states can be viewed as “behaviour patterns” of coalgebras. From the dual of the Birkhoff Variety Theorem it follows
that coequations (and their combinations) precisely stand for the properties which are preserved by coproducts, subcoalge-
bras and quotients. Thus with a logic of coequations we are able to obtain such properties of a coalgebra automatically from
other such properties of this coalgebra.
For the above example functor (−)2+1we sketchhowcoequational logic 1 works. Recall that, similar tohomomorphisms
betweenalgebras, one candefinehomomorphismsbetween coalgebras as behaviourpreservingmapsbetween their carriers.
We already know that the coalgebras for our example functor are the deterministic systemswith binary inputs and deadlock
states and that the cofree coalgebra consists of all coloured binary trees. Then for every deterministic systemwith black and
white states there is a unique homomorphism into the cofree coalgebra and it assigns to every state the coloured binary tree
of all successor states. We say that a deterministic system satisfies a coequationq if there is no colouring of the system for
which the coloured tree q is in the image of that homomorphism. For example, the coequation pictured above is satisfied by
a deterministic system if and only if the system has no deadlock state. Finally, we say that a coequationq is a consequence
of another oneq′ if every deterministic system that satisfiesq′ also satisfiesq.
TheworkofAdámek [1] showshowtodefine coequational logic for every endofunctor on the category of sets (even if there
exists no cofree coalgebra). Furthermore, for all polynomial functors it provides deduction systems to derive consequences of
coequations: in this case the carrier of the cofree coalgebra on C consists of C-coloured trees, and the deduction systems only
have two rules, the child rule and the recolouring rule. For example the child rule tells us that the above example coequation
has as consequences all coequationsqwhere q is a tree with a black leaf.
The case of accessible functors is more complicated andwe are no longer able to formulate simple deduction rules which
are sound and complete.
1.2. Main results
In this paper, we focus on accessible functors with a regular presentation, a subclass of accessible functors. Recall from [5]
that accessible functors H are precisely the ones that can be presented as a quotient of some polynomial functor H modulo
equations of the form σ(x) = τ(y)where σ ∈ n, τ ∈ k are n- and k-ary operation symbols from the signature  of the
polynomial functor and where x : n → X and y : k → X are lists of variables. Such a presentation is called regular if for
every equation the sets x[n] and y[k] of variables on both sides are equal.
For every presentation of an accessible functor we formulate deduction systems of the following form which are similar
to and nearly as simple as the ones for polynomial functors:
q′
q
(
tq
′
is a child tree of tq
)
(child rule)
q′
q
(
there exists a recolouring r¯ of tq s.t. [r¯] = q′
)
(recolouring rule)
Here q, q′ are states of the cofree H-coalgebra on some set C and the trees tq, tq′ , r¯ are certain trees from the cofree H-
coalgebra on C related to q and q′. This relation is established as a consequence of H being a quotient of H . Recolouring a
tree means to change the node labels from C in a way that isomorphic subtrees are preserved.
If the given presentation is regular, we prove these deduction systems to be sound and complete. In this waywe provide a
possibility to deduce coequations for a wide range of relevant non-polynomial functors. Our prime example is the countable
powerset functor Pc since it is non-finitary and thus not covered by our previous work [16]. The coalgebras for Pc are all
countably branching transition systems. Other examples of accessible functors with regular presentations include the finite
powerset functor Pf (finitely branching transition systems) and the finite distribution functor Df (probabilistic transition
systems).
Conversely, we prove that if for some presentation of an accessible functor H the above deduction systems are sound and
complete and the terminal H-coalgebra is non-trivial, this presentation is regular. Additionally, we examine a special case
of presentations that need not be regular but for which at least one such deduction system is sound and complete.
As a by-product of this paper, we see in Remark 3.7(3) that every terminal coalgebra of an accessible functor can be
described as a coalgebra of a polynomial functor where the carrier set consists of certain trees. We use this to obtain
concrete descriptions of terminal coalgebras in Example 3.9. Some of the descriptions are already known as for the finite
1 There are also different coequational logics than the one we deal with, see Section 1.4.
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powerset functor Pf : the terminal Pf -coalgebra consists of all finitely branching strongly extensional trees as proved by
Worrell [17]. Some of the descriptions seem to be new as for the finite distribution functor Df .
1.3. Organisation of the paper
In Section 2 we recall some facts about functors and tree presentations and introduce some notation. Given an accessible
functor H, in Section 3 we show how to obtain a description of its cofree coalgebra as a set of trees. In this section we also
introduce a special formalisation of trees and saywhat regular presentations of accessible functors are. Section 4 restates the
coequational logic from [1]. Using the tree description of the cofree coalgebra and assuming a regular presentation of H, we
establish soundness and completeness of deduction systems in Section 5. In Section 6 we have a closer look at the regularity
condition for a presentation of H: we prove that it is (almost always) necessary for the soundness and completeness results
from the previous section, state its relationship with preimage preservation by H and show how one can obtain a sound and
complete deduction system without having a regular presentation in a special case. Section 7 concludes the paper with a
summary and a few words about future work.
1.4. Related work
Parts of Section 3.1 already appear in [8], i.e. the idea of using a natural transformations from F toG in order to canonically
obtainG-coalgebras fromF-coalgebrasand the fact that the terminal (andalso thecofree) coalgebrasofF andG are related that
way. The concept of equational presentations of accessible functors in Section 3.3 is taken from [4,5]. Regular presentations
and their relation to preimage preserving functors can be found in [2,3].
Besides the coequational logic of Adámek [1] (the one our paper deals with) several authors studied different logics that
formalise properties of coalgebras for an endofunctor on the category of sets. Modal logics were investigated e.g. by Moss
[12], Kurz [10] or Pattinson [13]; there even exist different coequational logics, see the work of Hughes [9].
An earlier attempt to simple deduction systems for coequational logic can be found in [16]. The ideas involved are similar
to the present paper, however, besides technical differences, soundness and completeness is proved only for finitary functors
with regular presentations.
2. Preliminaries
Weassume that the reader is familiarwithhomomorphismsandbisimulationsof coalgebras (see [14] for an introduction);
otherwise this paper should be self-contained. Coalgebras are sometimes also referred to as “systems”. Throughout the paper
we work in the category Set of sets and functions.
2.1. Classification of functors
We already mentioned some special cases of Set-functors in the introduction:
• Let κ be some regular cardinal and let  be a κ-ary signature, i.e. a collection of operation symbols σ with associated
cardinals ar(σ ) < κ , their arities. A polynomial functor H with the signature  is a functor of the shape
∐
σ∈
(−)ar(σ ).
• Given a regular cardinal κ , a κ-accessible functor H is a functor which fulfils the following three equivalent (see [5])
conditions:
(1) H preserves κ-filtered colimits;
(2) H is a quotient of some polynomial functor H with a κ-ary signature ;
(3) for every set X and every x ∈ HX there exists a subset s : Y ↪→ X with |Y | < κ such that x ∈ Hs[HY].
A functor is called accessible if it is κ-accessible for some regular cardinal κ .
• A finitary functor H is a functor which is ω-accessible (in this case, where κ = ω, the three conditions for accessible
functors have already been proved equivalent in [6]). Clearly, every finitary functor is accessible.
Given a κ-ary signature , for easy reference to the n-ary operation symbols of that signature we define n := {σ ∈
 | ar(σ ) = n} for all n < κ . Using this notation, a polynomial functor can also be written in the form∐n<κ n × (−)n.
In this paper, we are only interested in the characterisation of accessible functors given by condition (2). This condition
means that there exists a natural transformation  : H → H having surjective components.
Definition 2.1. For an accessible functor H a natural transformation  : H → H with surjective components for some
polynomial functor H is called a presentation of H.
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For example, the finite powerset functorPf has a presentation  : ∐n<ω(−)n → Pf whose components assign to a finite
list the set of its elements. Note that every accessible functor H has a presentation, but in general there may be more than
one presentation for H. For example, we shall mention two different presentations of the countable powerset functor Pc in
Example 3.9(2) below.
For a polynomial functor H and a set X the elements of HX are pairs (σ, x) where σ ∈ n and x : n → X . Here the
cardinal n is interpreted as the set of all ordinals i with i < n. We use the notation σ(x) instead of (σ, x) indicating that σ
is an operation symbol with the list (x(i))i<n of operand symbols.
2.2. Terminal and cofree coalgebras of polynomial functors
For the rest of the paper let C be a fixed set. 2 For a polynomial functorH we shall denote the carrier sets of the terminal
coalgebra and the cofree coalgebra on C by T andQC , respectively. Their structuremaps are denoted byαT : T → HT
and αQC
: QC → HQC , the couniversal arrow of QC by γ  : QC → C. Analogously, for an accessible functor H we shall
write T and QC , αT , αQC and γ . We often refer to terminal or cofree coalgebras just by their carrier sets; whenever the carrier
sets are used in a different way we will mention that explicitly. All cofree coalgebras are assumed to be cofree on C, and as
usual we refer to the elements of C as colours and to functions with codomain C like γ  and γ as colourings.
Unless otherwise mentioned, all trees considered in the paper are rooted, ordered trees that arise from a signature ,
i.e. every node is labelled with an operation symbol σ ∈  and has precisely n children if σ ∈ n. These trees are called
-trees. We always consider trees up to isomorphism, e.g. if we take the set of all subtrees of a tree it is meant to contain no
duplicates rooted at different positions. A subtree of a tree t at node v is denoted by tv.
For a polynomial functor H it is well-known that T
 consists of all-trees and that αT sends a-tree to its root label
(the operation symbol) and the list of its subtrees, see e.g. [5]. Similarly, the cofree H-coalgebra Q

C on C consists of all
C-coloured -trees; that is, every node carries two labels: an operation symbol from  and a colour from C. The map αQC
sends a coloured -tree to its root operation symbol and the list of its coloured subtrees; γ  maps every coloured -tree
to its root colour.
2.3. -Trees as partial functions.
Let κ be a regular cardinal, let be a κ-ary signature and let κ∗ denote the set of all words over ordinals smaller than κ .
A -tree t can be viewed as a partial function pt : κ∗ →  subject to the following conditions on its domain of definition
D(pt) ⊆ κ∗:
• D(pt) contains the empty word ε,• D(pt) is prefix-closed, i.e. vw ∈ D(pt) ⇒ v ∈ D(pt) for arbitrary v,w ∈ κ∗ and• if pt(w) = σ for a word w ∈ D(pt) and an operation symbol σ ∈ n then wi ∈ D(pt) ⇔ i < n for every ordinal i.
It is easy to see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between-trees and such partial functions: in the functional
presentation pt of a tree t the set {w |w ∈ D(pt)} is interpreted as the set of all paths in t, which in turn is isomorphic to
the set of all nodes of t. The interpretation of the partial function is the assignment of the node label to each node. The three
conditions on D(pt) make sure that the nodes indeed form a -tree, which has to be rooted, connected and has to agree
with the node labels.
Analogously, a C-coloured -tree t can be viewed as a partial function pt : κ∗ →  × C with the same conditions on
D(pt) (replace pt(w) = σ by pt(w) = (σ, c) in the third condition). Again we have a one-to-one correspondence.
Given the corresponding partial function pt for a-tree t, the corresponding partial function ptv of the subtree tv is given
as follows: we can view v as a word in D(pt) and get D(ptv) = {w ∈ κ∗ | vw ∈ D(pt)} and ptv(w) = pt(vw) for every word
w ∈ D(ptv).
3. Accessible functors
3.1. Cofree coalgebras
For an accessible functor H a presentation  : H → H (see Definition 2.1) can be used to canonically obtain an H-
coalgebra (S, S ◦αS) for a givenH-coalgebra (S, αS). In particular this construction (which can already be found in [8]) can
be applied to the cofree H-coalgebra (Q

C , αQC
) on C. Thus we get a unique H-homomorphism ˆ from (QC , QC
◦ αQC )
2 This can be any set since we use it to define a cofree H-coalgebra on C and only work with functors H for which all cofree coalgebras exist. This implies that
whenever we want C to contain some special elements, we can assume that C does contain them. It also implies that we can always evaluate results for the
special case C = 1 in which the cofree H-coalgebra over C is the terminal H-coalgebra.
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into the cofree H-coalgebra (QC, αQC ) on C with γ ◦ ˆ = γ  . The homomorphism property is expressed in the outermost
square of the commutative diagram:
QC
α
QC

ˆ  QC
αQC

HQ

C

QC

Hˆ  HQC
QC

HQC Hˆ
 HQC
(3.1)
The smaller square commutes due to naturality of .
Lemma 3.1. Every map η : HQC → HQC with QC ◦ η = idHQC determines an H-homomorphism ηˆ from (QC, η ◦ αQC ) to
(QC , αQC
) with ˆ ◦ ηˆ = idQC .
Proof. Using η, we can extendQC to theH-coalgebra (QC, η◦αQC ). For the colouring γ we obtain a unique homomorphism
ηˆ into QC with γ
 ◦ ηˆ = γ :
QC
ηˆ 
αQC

QC
α
QC

HQC
η

HQC
Hηˆ
 HQC
(3.2)
By adding the outermost square of the commutative diagram (3.1) and using the naturality of , we complete it to the
following commutative diagram:
QC
ηˆ 
αQC

QC
ˆ 
α
QC

QC
αQC

HQC
η

idHQC

HQC
Hηˆ

QC

HQ

C

QC

HQC
Hηˆ
 HQC Hˆ
 HQC
We also know QC ◦ η = idHQC , thus ˆ ◦ ηˆ is an H-endomorphism on QC . From γ  ◦ ηˆ = γ and γ ◦ ˆ = γ  we have
γ ◦ ˆ ◦ ηˆ = γ . Then the uniqueness of such colour-compatible homomorphisms yields ˆ ◦ ηˆ = idQC . 
In the rest of the paper we assume the axiom of choice, i.e. for the surjective map QC there always exists η with
QC ◦ η = idHQC .
Corollary 3.2. The cofree H-coalgebra QC on C is a quotient of the H-coalgebra (Q

C , QC
◦ αQC ).
Proof. In fact, choose η with QC ◦ η = idHQC , then from Lemma 3.1 we have ηˆ with ˆ ◦ ηˆ = idQC . Thus ˆ is surjective. 
Notation 3.3. By Corollary 3.2 we can view the elements q ∈ QC of the cofree H-coalgebra on C as equivalence classes of
C-coloured trees. We call these equivalence classes -classes and denote the -class of a tree t ∈ QC by [t] (i.e. [t] = ˆ(t)).
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Corollary 3.4. Every map η : HQC → HQC with QC ◦ η = idHQC determines an H-subcoalgebra of QC that is isomorphic
to the H-coalgebra (QC, η ◦ αQC ). Furthermore this subcoalgebra contains precisely one tree from each -class.
Proof. FromLemma3.1wehave ηˆwith ˆ◦ηˆ = idQC . Thus ηˆ is injectiveand its image ηˆ[QC] is a subcoalgebraofQC isomorphic
to (QC, η ◦ αQC ). Finally, ˆ ◦ ηˆ = idQC tells us that for each -class q ∈ QC the element ηˆ(q) from the subcoalgebra belongs
to the -class q and is indeed the only element with that property. 
Definition 3.5. For every map η : HQC → HQC with QC ◦ η = idHQC we have the unique subcoalgebra ηˆ[QC] of QC from
Corollary 3.4. The trees from ηˆ[QC] are called η-representative trees.
Notation 3.6. The unique η-representative tree from the -class q is denoted by tqη .
Remarks 3.7.
(1) Note that the η-representative trees do not only represent the -classes in the sense that there is precisely one η-
representative tree for each -class: they also form an H-subcoalgebra of Q

C which means that η-representative
trees are closed under taking subtrees. This property will turn out to be important for our logic, see the proofs of
Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 5.4 below.
(2) Also note that in general for a given presentation  there are many choices η with QC ◦ η = idHQC and thus many
different sets ofη-representative trees. But as alreadymentioned, the existence of such a set iswarranted by the axiom
of choice for every accessible functor. For the rest of the paper, when working with a given choice of η-representative
trees, we write tq instead of tqη .
(3) An interesting factwhichCorollary 3.4 implies is that the cofree coalgebraQC onC of an accessible functorH can always
be viewed as a coalgebra of a polynomial functor H: the carrier is a set of C-coloured -trees (the η-representative
trees for some η), the structure map is given by taking the root operation symbol and the list of coloured child trees,
and the couniversal arrow is given by the root colours. In general this can be done in many different ways depending
on the choice of a presentation  of H and depending on the choice of an ηwith QC ◦ η = idHQC . Omitting the colours
(i.e. C = 1) this fact of course applies to terminal coalgebras of accessible functors as well.
Given a presentation  : H → H, we have seen that the elements of an H-coalgebra (S, αS) always can be viewed as
elements of an H-coalgebra (S, S ◦ αS). This motivates the following.
Definition 3.8. A tree from T is called strongly H-extensional if no two child trees of a node are H-bisimilar.
Whenever  is a surjective natural transformation, also  × idC : H × C → H × C is one. Since QC is the terminal
(H ×C)-coalgebra, a tree from QC is strongly (H×C)-extensional if no two child trees of a node are (H×C)-bisimilar. But
this just means that no two child trees of a node belong to the same -class. In fact, -classes are elements from QC , which
is the terminal (H × C)-coalgebra, and the greatest bisimulation on a terminal coalgebra is the diagonal. And since ˆ is the
only (H× C)-homomorphism into the terminal (H× C)-coalgebra and homomorphisms are functional bisimulations, trees
from QC are (H × C)-bisimilar if and only if they are merged by ˆ, i.e. belong to the same -class.
The following examples show how to obtain a description of the carrier set of the cofreeH-coalgebra on C as a set of trees
for some concrete accessible functors.
Examples 3.9.
(1) The finite powerset functor Pf is accessible: it is a quotient of the polynomial functor
∐
n<ω(−)n whose signature
 contains precisely one operation symbol with arity n for each n ∈ N. The functions X : ∐n<ω Xn → Pf X that
map, for a given set X , every finite list of elements from X to the set of these elements are easily proved to form a
surjective natural transformation . More formally, such a finite list of length n is a term σ(x) where σ is the unique
n-ary operation symbol and x : n → X are the elements of the list, and X maps it to the set x[n].
We choose a linear order < on QC and call a term ρ(y) with ρ ∈ n, y : n → QC monotone if y(i) < y(j) for all
i < j < n. A tree from QC is called monotone if at every node the termwith the operation symbol and the list of child
tree -classes of this node is monotone. We define η : Pf QC → ∐n<ω QCn to be the unique splitting of QC whose
image contains only monotone terms.
For every tree t ∈ QC we have the term σ(x) := (Hˆ ◦ αQC )(t) which consists of the root operation symbol σ
and the list x of child tree -classes of t. Coming back to the above presentation, QC maps σ(x) to the set x[n] of child
tree -classes of t. Thus, whenever a tree t belongs to the -class q, i.e. ˆ(t) = q, from the commutative diagram (3.1)
it follows that αQC (q) is the set of child tree -classes of t.
We prove that for η as defined above the η-representative trees are precisely all the monotone strongly (Pf × C)-
extensional coloured -trees. Let us consider the only η-representative tree tq = ηˆ(q) with -class q: its term σ(x)
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consisting of its root operation symbol and the list of its child tree -classes lies in the image of η since from the
commutative diagram (3.2) and
Hˆ ◦ Hηˆ = H(ˆ ◦ ηˆ) = H idQC = idHQC
we have
σ(x) =
(
Hˆ ◦ αQC
)
(tq)
=
(
Hˆ ◦ αQC ◦ ηˆ
)
(q)
= (Hˆ ◦ Hηˆ ◦ η ◦ αQC ) (q)
= (η ◦ αQC ) (q).
From the definition of η it follows that σ(x) is the unique monotone term with σ ∈ n and x[n] = αQC (q) where
n = |αQC (q)|.
Next let us consider a monotone strongly (Pf × C)-extensional tree of -class q. On the one hand, since the tree is
strongly (Pf × C)-extensional, there are no two child trees of a node that belong to the same -class. On the other
hand, αQC (q) is the set of child tree -classes of the root because the tree belongs to the -class q. This means that we
have |αQC (q)| child trees of the root, i.e. the root operation symbol must be the unique |αQC (q)|-ary one σ . And since
the tree is monotone, we obtain the same x as for tq.
By structural induction on the depth of this tree we obtain a unique (see Lemma 3.10 below) monotone strongly
(Pf×C)-extensional coloured-treeof-classq; furthermore that tree isequal to tq.Hereweuse thatη-representative
trees andmonotone strongly extensional trees are closed under subtrees and that every tree from the -class q has the
root colour γ (q) (see Lemma 3.11 below). This induction proof works for every -class q. Thus the η-representative
trees are precisely the monotone strongly (Pf × C)-extensional coloured -trees.
Since according to Remark 3.7(3) the η-representative trees form the cofree coalgebra of Pf , we found a description
of the cofree Pf -coalgebra. We can simplify this description further to all (unordered) strongly (Pf × C)-extensional
coloured-trees because we can forget monotonicity without making different monotone strongly extensional trees
equal (this can be shown by an induction proof). Omitting the colours we get that all finitely branching (unordered)
strongly Pf -extensional trees form the terminal Pf -coalgebra, a result which was first obtained by Worrell [17].
(2) The countable powerset functorPc is accessible:we have a simple presentation as a quotient of the polynomial functor
1+ (−)ω whose signature contains one constant and oneω-ary operation symbol. For every set X the component X
of  maps a countable list over X to the set of its elements; the empty list is mapped to ∅. This makes  a surjective
natural transformation.
We also have a different presentation of Pc that is similar to the one of the finite powerset functor: Pc also is a
quotient of the polynomial functor
∐
n<ω(−)n + (−)ω whose signature  contains precisely one operation symbol
with arity n for each n ∈ N and an additional operation symbol with arityω. The functions X are the same as for the
finite powerset functor except that also ω-ary lists are mapped to their (possibly infinite countable) set of elements.
For this second presentation of Pc we can choose η analogously to the one for Pf and argue analogously to the
previous example. Here the set of η-representative trees, i.e. the cofree Pc-coalgebra on C, turns out to consist of all
the (unordered) strongly (Pc × C)-extensional coloured -trees.
(3) The finite distribution functor Df maps a set X to the set of all probability distributions over X with finite support;
more precisely it is defined for every set X and every function f : X → Y by
Df X :=
{
d : X → [0, 1] | {x ∈ X | d(x) 
= 0} finite, ∑
x∈X
d(x) = 1
}
(Df f )(d) := e : Y → [0, 1] with e(y) =
∑
x∈f−1(y)
d(x).
Df is a quotient of the polynomial functor
∐
n<ω(n×(−)n)wheren, the set of all n-ary operation symbols, contains
precisely one operation symbol p for every n-tuple p : n → (0, 1] of probabilities with i<np(i) = 1. The surjective
natural transformation  : ∐n<ω(n × (−)n) → Df has components X that map a term p(y) with p : n → (0, 1]
and y : n → X to the distribution d : X → [0, 1] defined by
d(x) := ∑
y(i)=x
p(i).
We choose a linear order< on QC and define η : Df QC → ∐n<ω(n × QCn) as follows: every distribution d ∈ Df QC
is completely described by its restriction to the finite subset S = {q | d(q) 
= 0} ⊆ QC . Then η forms an n-element
list (n = |S|) from S using the linear order <. More precisely, η maps d to the term p(s)which is given by the unique
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map s : n → QC with s[n] = S and s(i) < s(j) for all i < j < n and the unique n-ary operation symbol p ∈  that
corresponds to the n-tuple p : n → (0, 1] of probabilities with p(i) = d(s(i)) for all i < n. We have QC ◦ η = idDf QC
as one can check using the above description of QC :
∐
n<ω(n × QCn) → Df QC : let QC map a term p(s) = η(d) to
the distribution d′, then we get d′ = d as follows. For every q ∈ S we have
d′(q) = (QC ◦ η)(d)(q) = QC (p(s))(q) =
∑
s(i)=q
p(i) = ∑
s(i)=q
d(s(i)) = d(q)
since by definition of s there is precisely one i < nwith s(i) = q; for every q 
∈ S we have d′(q) = 0 = d(q).
Similarly to the first example we observe that for a given -class q the element αQC (q) already shows us the set of
child tree -classes of each tree t with -class q. Here αQC (q) is a distribution d and S = {q′ | d(q′) 
= 0} is the set of
child tree -classes. Moreover, in this case it also shows us for every child tree -class q′ ∈ S the sum∑(ˆ◦x)(i)=q′ p(i)
of probabilities incorporated in the operation symbol p from the root term p(x) of t at positions i where the ith child
tree belongs to the -class q′.
We can prove that for η as defined above the η-representative trees are precisely the monotone strongly (Df × C)-
extensional coloured -trees. This is done the same way as in the first example except that for obtaining unique
operation symbols we have to use again that the trees under consideration have no siblings rooting trees with the
same -class and that the trees are monotone; this results in a unique order of the probabilities associated with the
child tree -classes and thus a unique operation symbol of the parent node.
We get that the cofreeDf -coalgebra consists of all monotone strongly (Df × C)-extensional coloured-trees. As in
the first example we can drop the monotonicity condition and work with unordered trees instead, but here we have
to take care that first the probabilities given by a parent node operation symbol are associated with the child nodes
at the corresponding positions.
(4) We can also define a countable distribution functorDc andfind that its cofree coalgebra on C consists of all (unordered)
strongly (Dc × C)-extensional coloured -trees (where the probabilities given by a parent node operation symbol
are associated with the child nodes at the corresponding positions).
From Remark 3.7(3) in each of the preceding examples we also know what the structure map and the couniversal arrow
of the cofree coalgebra are: the structure map is taking the list of child trees together with the root operation symbol, which
simplifies to the set of child trees for the presentation as unordered trees in case of Pf and Pc , and simplifies to the set
of child trees together with associated probabilities for the presentation as unordered trees in case of Df and Dc (which is
nothing but a probability distribution). The couniversal arrows are given by the root colours in every case.
3.2. An -specific presentation of -trees
Given a presentation  : H → H of H, we introduce here a presentation of coloured-trees which slightly differs from
that in Section 2: instead of giving the colour of a node directly, it is encoded in the -class of the subtree rooted at this node.
Then the -classes of sibling subtrees and the operation symbol of their parent node are combined in an element of HQC .
Lemma 3.10. Let the signature  be κ-ary. A tree t ∈ QC can be characterised by a colour ct together with a partial function
pt : κ∗ → HQC subject to the following conditions on its domain of definition D(pt) ⊆ κ∗:
• D(pt) contains the empty word ε,• D(pt) is prefix-closed,• if pt(w) = σ(x), x : n → QC for a word w ∈ D(pt) and an operation symbol σ ∈ n then wi ∈ D(pt) ⇔ i < n for every
ordinal i and (QC ◦ pt)(wi) = (αQC ◦ x)(i) for every ordinal i < n.
More precisely, there is a one-to-one correspondence between coloured -trees and such characterisations.
Proof. We interpret the tree characterisation of this lemma as follows: ct is the root colour of t, i.e.
ct = γ (t), (3.3)
and pt(w) is the operation symbol and the list of child tree -classes of the node given by w ∈ D(pt), i.e.
pt(w) =
(
Hˆ ◦ αQC
)
(tw). (3.4)
We first describe how to obtain a partial function qt : κ∗ →  × C as described in the preliminaries from a pair (ct, pt) as
described above and vice versa.
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⇒Given a pair (ct, pt) as described above,we obtain a partial function qt : κ∗ → ×C as described in the preliminaries
as follows: for every wordw ∈ D(pt)we get pt(w) ∈ HQC , i.e. pt(w) has the form σ(x) for some operation symbol σ ∈ n
and x : n → QC . Taking only the operation symbols makes a partial function qt,1 : κ∗ →  with D(qt,1) = D(pt).
For every word w ∈ D(pt) we get a colour: for the empty word ε we have ct; for each word w ∈ D(pt), w 
= ε
we have w = vi for some i. The prefix-closedness yields v ∈ D(pt), consequently pt(v) has the form σ(x) for some
operation symbol σ ∈ n and x : n → QC . Furthermore i < n follows from the last one of the conditions in the lemma:
w ∈ D(pt) ⇒ vi ∈ D(pt) ⇒ i < n. Then we can assign the colour (γ ◦ x)(i) to the word w. Together this makes a function
qt,2 : κ∗ → C with D(qt,2) = D(pt).
Let qt := 〈qt,1, qt,2〉 with D(qt) := D(pt). The latter equation makes sure that D(qt) fulfils all the conditions from the
preliminaries because they are a subset of the conditions on D(pt).⇐Given a partial function qt : κ∗ → ×C as described in the preliminaries, we obtain a colour ct and a partial function
pt : κ∗ → HQC as follows: ct is given by the second component of qt(ε).
For every wordw ∈ D(qt)we get qt(w) = (σ, c) ∈  × C. Let σ ∈ n, thenwi ∈ D(qt) for every i < n. This means that
for every i < nwe have a subtree twi of the tree t that corresponds to qt which can be expressed by a map s : n → QC with
s(i) = twi. We can define pt componentwise for every w ∈ D(qt) by pt(w) := σ(ˆ ◦ s) and D(pt) := D(qt).
The latter equation makes sure that all conditions on D(pt) except the second part of the last one are already fulfilled
because they are the same on D(qt). We check the remaining condition: for an arbitrary word w ∈ D(pt) let pt(w) = σ(x),
σ ∈ n, x : n → QC . By the definition of pt we get σ(ˆ ◦ s) = σ(x) and consequently (ˆ ◦ s)(i) = x(i) for every i < n. We
compose both sides withαQC and obtain (αQC ◦ ˆ ◦ s)(i) = (αQC ◦ x)(i). By the commutative diagram (3.1) and s(i) = twi the
left-hand side can be rewritten to (QC ◦Hˆ ◦αQC )(twi). With (3.4) we obtain (QC ◦pt)(wi) = (αQC ◦ x)(i) for every i < n.
Nowwe prove that the constructions⇒ and⇐ are inverses of each other. For two different pairs (ct, pt), (ct′ , pt′) the⇒
construction always yields different functions qt , qt′ : if ct 
= ct′ we have qt(ε) 
= qt′(ε); if pt(w) 
= pt′(w) for some wordw
we have three cases:
(1) D(pt) 
= D(pt′),
(2) pt(w) = σ(x), pt′(w) = τ(y) and σ 
= τ ,
(3) pt(w) = σ(x), pt′(w) = τ(y), σ = τ and x 
= y.
From case (1) andD(qt) = D(pt) andD(qt′) = D(pt′) from the⇒ constructionwe immediately getD(qt) 
= D(qt′). Case (2)
results in different first components of qt(w) and qt′(w) because these components are just σ and τ by the⇒ construction.
And case (3) implies x(i) 
= y(i) for some i < n where n is the arity of σ = τ ; by the interpretation of pt and pt′ this
means the subtrees twi and t
′
wi have different -classes q and q
′. Since 〈αQC , γ 〉 is an isomorphismwe have γ (q) 
= γ (q′) or
αQC (q) 
= αQC (q′). If γ (q) 
= γ (q′) from the ⇒ construction we get different second components of qt(wi) and qt′(wi). If
αQC (q) 
= αQC (q′)we get (Hˆ ◦ αQC )(twi) 
= (Hˆ ◦ αQC )(t′wi) from the commutative diagram (3.1).
Having dealt with cases (1) and (2) already, we can assume D(qt) = D(qt′) and that the first components of qt(w) and
qt′(w) are equal for all w ∈ D(qt). In particular we can assume (Hˆ ◦ αQC )(twi) = σ(a) and (Hˆ ◦ αQC )(t′wi) = σ(b)
for some σ ∈ n, a : n → QC and b : n → QC . Thus a 
= b and we have case (3) again for the node wi instead for w.
This recursive process must stop: if not, the trees twi and t
′
wi become equal because they are defined on the same words,
have the same operation symbols at the same nodes and now also the same colours at the same nodes. But this would be
a contradiction to the fact that twi and t
′
wi have different -classes. Thus γ (q¯) 
= γ (qˆ) for subtrees twiv and t′wiv of t with
different -classes q¯ and qˆ for some v such thatwiv ∈ D(qt). Consequently from the⇒ construction we get different second
components of qt(wiv) and qt′(wiv).
If we can show that the ⇒ construction applied to the result (ct, pt) of the ⇐ construction applied to qt always results
in qt again we are finished because this makes the⇒ construction, which yields different results for different inputs as just
shown, also capable of producing every tree presentation qt . We then conclude that the⇒ and⇐ constructions are inverses
of each other. For the first component of qt (the operation symbols) it is clear from the constructions that it is preserved for
every word w ∈ D(qt). For the second component (the colours) preservation is immediate from the constructions for the
empty word; for every word w ∈ D(qt) with w 
= ε we have w = vi for some i. The ⇐ construction yields pt(v) = σ(x)
for some operation symbol σ ∈ n with n > i and x : n → QC . And we also know that x(i) is the -class of the subtree
tvi = tw of t, i.e. the second component of qt(w) must have been γ (q), the colour each root of a tree from the -class q is
coloured with. But this is just the colour the ⇒ construction assigns to the node w, thus we obtain qt again. 
Lemma 3.11. A tree t belongs to the -class q if and only if
ct = γ (q) and (QC ◦ pt)(ε) = αQC (q)
where the notation of Lemma 3.10 is used.
Proof. ⇒ If ˆ(t) = q, we get γ (t) = γ (q) and (QC ◦Hˆ ◦αQC )(t) = αQC (q) from the commutative diagram (3.1). Then
thefirst condition ct = γ (q) follows from(3.3), and the secondone follows from(3.4): (QC ◦pt)(ε) = (QC ◦Hˆ◦αQC )(t) =
αQC (q).
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⇐ Whenever the two conditions are fulfilled we prove ˆ(t) = q: from (3.3) and (3.4) we get γ (t) = γ (q) and
(QC ◦Hˆ◦αQC )(t) = (QC ◦pt)(ε) = αQC (q), respectively. From the commutative diagram (3.1)we get (〈αQC , γ 〉◦ˆ)(t) =
(αQC (q), γ (q)), and since 〈αQC , γ 〉 is an isomorphism we have ˆ(t) = q. 
Lemma 3.12. A tree t is an η-representative tree if and only if
pt(w) ∈ η[HQC] for every w ∈ D(pt)
where the notation of Lemma 3.10 is used.
Proof. ⇒ Let t beanη-representative treewith-classq, i.e. ηˆ(q) = t. Bydiagram(3.2)wehave (Hηˆ◦η◦αQC )(q) = αQC (t)
and composition with Hˆ yields (η ◦ αQC )(q) = (Hˆ ◦ αQC )(t) since Hˆ ◦ Hηˆ = H(ˆ ◦ ηˆ) = H idQC = idHQC .
With (3.4) it follows (η ◦ αQC )(q) = pt(ε), thus pt(ε) ∈ η[HQC]. We know from Remark 3.7(1) that all subtrees of t are
η-representative trees again, so the same argument applies for every subtree of t, i.e. every word w ∈ D(pt).⇐ For a tree t let pt(w) ∈ η[HQC] for every w ∈ D(pt). Let q be the -class of t, then Lemma 3.11 yields (QC ◦ pt)(ε) =
αQC (q). Let t
′ be a different tree from the -class q, i.e. there exists awordwwith pt(w) 
= pt′(w) and again Lemma3.11 yields
(QC ◦pt′)(ε) = αQC (q).Moreoverwehavea lexicographic order onallwords, thuswecanassumew tobe the least suchword.
Ifw = ε we get (QC ◦ pt)(ε) = (QC ◦ pt′)(ε) from the above equations. Ifw = vi then we know fromw being the least
word with pt(w) 
= pt′(w) that pt(v) = pt′(v) and Lemma 3.10 yields (QC ◦ pt)(vi) = (QC ◦ pt′)(vi) and also vi ∈ D(pt)
and vi ∈ D(pt′). In each case we conclude that QC merges the elements pt(w) and pt′(w) from HQC which are different
from each other.
If we assume pt′(w) ∈ η[HQC] then together with pt(w) ∈ η[HQC] we immediately get that also QC ◦ η merges two
different elements, a contradiction to QC ◦ η = idHQC . Thus pt′(w) 
∈ η[HQC], and by the first part of the proof t′ cannot be
an η-representative tree. It follows that t is the only tree from the -class q with pt(w) ∈ η[HQC] for each w ∈ D(pt) and
thus it must be the η-representative tree of this -class. 
3.3. Equational presentation
Given a presentation  : H → H of a functor H, we work with elements (σ, x) of HX as flat terms σ(x), see
Section 2.
Definition 3.13. Let X be a set (of variables). An -equation is an equation
σ(x) = τ(y) σ (x), τ (y) ∈ HX
where X : HX → HX merges the two sides.
Examples 3.14.
(1) The -equations in case of the presentation of Pf from Example 3.9(1) are all equations σ(x) = τ(y), σ ∈ n, τ ∈ k
for which
x[n] = y[k].
As  does bymapping two lists to the same set, they equate two lists of elements whenever the sets of these elements
are equal.
(2) For the first, simpler presentation of Pc from Example 3.9(2) the corresponding -equations are all equations ρ(x) =
ρ(y) (ρ is the unique ω-ary operation symbol) for which
x[ω] = y[ω].
(3) Looking at the second one of the above presentations of the functor Pc from Example 3.9(2), the -equations are all
equations σ(x) = τ(y), σ ∈ n, τ ∈ k for which
x[n] = y[k].
(4) The -equations for the presentation of Df from Example 3.9(3) are all equations p(x) = q(y) (p : n → (0, 1],
q : k → (0, 1],∑i<n p(i) = ∑j<k q(j) = 1) for which
x[n] = y[k] and ∑
x(i)=z
p(i) = ∑
y(j)=z
p(j) for every z ∈ X .
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Definition 3.15. An -equation σ(x) = τ(y), σ ∈ n, τ ∈ k is called regular provided the sets of variables used on both
sides are equal, i.e. x[n] = y[k]. A presentation of a functor via a polynomial functor together with -equations is called
regular if all -equations are regular.
Examples 3.16.
(1) Again coming back to the functor Pf , we see that all -equations in Example 3.14(1) are regular.
(2) For the functor Pc we see that in both of the above presentations all -equations are regular. This follows immediately
from Examples 3.14(2) and (3). Thus the functor Pc has at least two regular presentations.
(3) The above presentation of Df from Example 3.14(4) is regular.
(4) Recall that the diagonal functor is a quotient of the polynomial functor (−)2 + 1 via the following surjective natural
transformation : for every set X the component X maps all terms σ(x) with x(0) = x(1) and the term c to a single
element where σ is the unique binary operation symbol and c the unique constant (nullary operation symbol), and X
is the identity on all other terms. The corresponding -equations are all equations σ(x) = σ(y) and σ(x) = c with
x(0) = x(1)andy(0) = y(1). Thispresentationclearly isnot regular.Moreover, there isno regularpresentation for this
functor: this is a consequence of the fact that it does not preserve preimages as pointed out in [2], see Lemma6.4 below.
4. Coequational logic
4.1. A logic of coequations
Definition 4.1. Given a cofree coalgebra QC , a coequation is a subset QC\{q} for some q ∈ QC .
Notation 4.2. Since a coequation QC\{q} is completely described by the element q, we shall denote it byq (read: avoid q).
Examples 4.3.
(1) For the polynomial functor (−)2 + 1 the carrier of the cofree coalgebra on C consists of all (ordered) binary trees with
node labels from C. We have already seen the left-hand coequation
in the introduction; the right-hand picture shows another coequation for that functor.
(2) For the countable powerset functor Pc we described the carrier of the cofree coalgebra on C in Example 3.9(2) as all
(unordered) strongly (Pc × C)-extensional trees. The left-hand and middle pictures
denote coequations, i.e. the sets of all strongly (Pc×C)-extensional trees except thepicturedone. The left-hand treehas
countably infinitely many children that are all coloured with different colours; the middle tree is the single-coloured
infinite path. The right-hand picture does not denote a coequation since the tree is not strongly (Pc × C)-extensional.
The name “coequation” is due to the following duality: in the congruence lattice of a free algebra, the atomic elements
(that is the minimal congruences larger than equality) are the congruences generated by a single equation. Dually, the
coatomic elements in the subcoalgebra lattice of a cofree coalgebra (these are the maximal subcoalgebras smaller than the
cofree coalgebra) are the subcoalgebras generated by a single coequation.
Given a functor H, all the coequations for the cofree H-coalgebra QC on C constitute the syntax of coequational logic for
this functor. We define the semantics as follows.
Definition 4.4. Let (QC, αQC , γ ) be the cofree H-coalgebra on C. An H-coalgebra (S, αS) is said to satisfy a coequationq if
for all colourings f : S → C and for all states s ∈ S we have f ∗(s) 
= q for the unique homomorphism f ∗ : S → QC with
f = γ ◦ f ∗.
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Remark 4.5. More generally, (S, αS) is said to satisfy a subset U ⊆ QC of the cofree coalgebra if for all colourings f : S → C
we have f ∗[S] ⊆ U. The case U = QC\{q} = q states precisely that f ∗(s) 
= q for all s ∈ S.
So the models of coequational logic are the H-coalgebras.
Examples 4.6.
(1) The coalgebras for the functor (−)2 + 1 are all deterministic system with binary inputs and deadlock states. Such a
system satisfies the left-hand coequation from Example 4.3(1) if and only if it has no deadlock state as mentioned in
Section 1. It satisfies the right-hand one if and only if whenever both successors of a state are deadlock states, these
successors are equal.
(2) A countably branching transition system satisfies the left-hand coequation from Example 4.3(2) if every state that
only has deadlock successors has only finitely many of them. A countably branching transition system satisfies the
middle coequation from Example 4.3(2) if from every state a deadlock state is reachable.
Remarks 4.7.
(1) Instead of coequations Rutten [14] used subsystems of the cofree coalgebra and instead of requiring an H-coalgebra
(S, αS) to satisfy a coequation he required for every f : S → C the homomorphism f ∗ : S → QC to factors through the
subsystem. This is easily seen to be the same concept as coequational logic: to factor through a subsystem (U, αU)ofQC
means f ∗[S] ⊆ U. And as we see from the above Definition 4.4, for a coalgebra to satisfy a subset U ⊆ QC is equivalent
to satisfying all coequationsq where q ∈ QC\U, i.e. U can be expressed via coequations by U = ⋂q∈QC\U q. This
means that when investigating subsystems of cofree coalgebras, we can restrict ourselves to coequations, a fact that
was first observed by Gumm [7].
(2) Since the elements of the cofree H-coalgebra can be viewed as “behaviour patterns” of H-coalgebras and the pattern
q is forbidden by the corresponding coequationq, coequations can be regarded as certain “system properties”. Co-
equations precisely stand for those systemproperties preserved by coproducts, homomorphic images and subsystems.
This follows from the dual of the Birkhoff Variety Theorem proved by Rutten [14].
Definition 4.8. A coequation q is said to be a (semantical) consequence of a coequation q′ if every H-coalgebra that
satisfiesq′ also satisfiesq. We shall denote this byq′ | q.
Remark 4.9. More generally, a subset U ⊆ QC is said to be a consequence of a subset U′ ⊆ QC if every H-coalgebra that
satisfies U′ also satisfies U, notation U′ | U.
Example 4.10. The right-hand coequation from Example 4.3(1) is a consequence of the left-hand one. Indeed, for binary
deterministic systems the property to have no deadlock state trivially implies the other property which has the existence of
deadlock states in its premise (cf. Example 4.6(1)).
4.2. Deduction systems for coequational logic
Let us consider polynomial functors H . We call two nodes v,w of a tree t ∈ QC equivalent, if the coloured subtrees tv
and tw of t rooted at v and w, respectively, are isomorphic.
Definition 4.11. Given a cofree coalgebra QC of a polynomial functor H , a recolouring of a tree t ∈ QC is a tree r ∈ QC for
which there exists an H-homomorphism h : QC → QC such that h(t) = r.
Remark 4.12. As proved in [1], to have a recolouring r of t is equivalent to the following: t and r have the same shape, i.e.
disregarding the node labels from C they are the same trees, and for any two equivalent nodes in t the corresponding nodes in
r are equivalent again. In our tree presentations from the preliminaries and from Lemma 3.10 to have the same shapemeans
that D(pt) = D(pr) and that for every word w ∈ D(pt) = D(pr) the functions pt and pr yield the same operation symbol.
Example 4.13. Let H = (−)2 + 1, i.e.  contains a binary operation symbol σ and a constant c. Then QC consists of all
coloured binary trees. Consider the following two trees from QC :
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The right-hand tree is a recolouring of the left-hand one: both trees have the same shape and the black leaves of the
left-hand one (which are the only equivalent nodes in this tree) are equivalent in the right-hand one. Note that the converse
is not true since in the right-hand tree all leaves are equivalent nodes but this is not true in the left-hand one.
Before we restate themain result for coequational logic of polynomial functors, we introduce a relation onQC as follows:
for two trees t, r ∈ QC we write r  t if r is a recolouring of a subtree of t.
Theorem 4.14 [1]. For a polynomial functor H a coequationt is a consequence of the coequations ri, i ∈ I, if and only if
there exists i ∈ I such that ri is a recolouring of a subtree of t, in short
⋂
i∈I
ri | t ⇐⇒ ∃i ∈ I : ri  t.
Definition 4.15. Given a polynomial functor H , we define the following deduction system for H:
(1) child rule
s
t (s is a child tree of t)
(2) recolouring rule
r
t (r is a recolouring of t).
More precisely, these rules are rule schemas: for every tree/child tree pair (t, s) there is a child rule which states that the
coequationt can be deduced from the coequations, and similar for recolourings.
Corollary 4.16 [1]. For every polynomial functor H , the deduction system for H from Definition 4.15 is sound and complete
for the coequational logic of H .
Corollary 4.17 [1]. Givenapolynomial functorH , letU
′,U ⊆ QC be subsets of the cofreeH-coalgebra. ThenU is a consequence
of U′ if and only if every t ∈ QC , for which all recolourings of all subtrees lie in U′, lies in U, in short
U′ | U ⇐⇒ ∀t ∈ QC : (∀r · r  t : r ∈ U′) ⇒ t ∈ U.
Now we go one step further and consider accessible functors H.
Theorem 4.18. ([1]) Let H be an accessible functor with a presentation  : H → H. A coequationq is a consequence of the
coequationsqi, i ∈ I, if and only if for every tree t ∈ QC with [t] = q there exist i ∈ I and r ∈ QC such that [r] = qi and r is
a recolouring of a subtree of t, in short
⋂
i∈I
qi | q ⇐⇒ ∀t.[t] = q ∃i ∈ I ∃r.[r] = qi : r  t.
Corollary 4.19 [16]. Let H be an accessible functor with a presentation  : H → H, and let U′,U ⊆ QC be subsets of the
cofree H-coalgebra. Then U is a consequence of U′ if and only if every -class q ∈ QC, in which there exists a tree t ∈ QC s.t. the
-classes of all recolourings of all subtrees of t lie in U′, lies in U, in short
U′ | U ⇐⇒ ∀q ∈ QC : (∃t.[t] = q ∀r.r  t : [r] ∈ U′) ⇒ q ∈ U.
Unlike the case for polynomial functors (Definition 4.15) we do not know in general how to formulate a deduction system
for an accessible functorH that is sound and complete for the coequational logic ofH. The reason is that different trees t from
the -class qmay have recolourings of subtrees from different -classes so thatq can be deduced from a set of coequations
but not from any single coequation of this set.
Nevertheless, for the (non-polynomial) functorPf (A×−)whose coalgebras are the finitely branching labelled transition
systems we found in [15] a deduction system similar to and nearly as simple as the one for a polynomial functor. The same
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is true for arbitrary finitary functors with regular presentations, see [16]. We do not state these deduction systems at this
time because they are special cases of the results of Section 5 of this paper.
5. A deduction system for accessible functors
In thepresent sectionweestablish soundandcompletededuction systems for the coequational logic of accessible functors
with regular presentations. This requires a simplification of Theorem 4.18 which is achieved by showing that in case of a
regular presentation  ofH it suffices to choose any ηwith QC ◦η = idHQC and toworkwith an η-representative tree instead
of “all trees from an -class”. This involves some compatibility of -classes and subtrees as well as compatibility of -classes
and recolourings. We deal with both items in the Sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.
This section is a generalisation of our approach for finitary functors in [16].
5.1. -Classes and subtrees
Proposition 5.1. Let H be an accessible functor with a regular presentation  : H → H. For trees t, t′ ∈ QC of the same
-class the sets of -classes of their subtrees are the same, in short
[t] = [t′] ⇒ {[s] | s subtree of t} = {[s′] | s′ subtree of t′}.
Proof. Since γ  = γ ◦ ˆ we can complete the commutative diagram (3.1) to the following one:
QC
〈α
QC
,γ 〉

ˆ   QC
〈αQC ,γ 〉

HQ

C × C

QC
×idC

Hˆ×idC   HQC × C
QC×idC

HQC × C Hˆ×idC   HQC × C
We know by Lambek’s Lemma [11] that 〈αQC , γ 〉 and 〈αQC , γ 〉 are isomorphisms since these are the structuremaps of the
terminal coalgebras of the functors H × C and H × C, respectively. Recall that a tree r ∈ QC is presented in HQC × C
by 〈αQC , γ 〉 in terms of its root operation symbol σ ∈ n and the list of its child trees, which form an element σ(x),
x : n → QC , and its root colour cr .
By assumption we have ˆ(t) = ˆ(t′). From the above diagram we immediately get that the composition of the two
surjective maps Hˆ × idC and QC × idC merges the presentations (τ (y), ct) of t with τ ∈ k, y : k → QC and (ρ(z), ct′)
of t′ with ρ ∈ m, z : m → QC from HQC × C. Thus (QC ◦ Hˆ)(τ (y)) = (QC ◦ Hˆ)(ρ(z)).
It follows QC (τ (ˆ ◦ y)) = QC (ρ(ˆ ◦ z)). Since QC is a component of the natural transformation , we obtain an -
equation τ(ˆ ◦ y) = ρ(ˆ ◦ z). Finally, the assumption of a regular presentation of H yields (ˆ ◦ y)[k] = (ˆ ◦ z)[m], which
is the equality of the sets of child tree -classes of t and t′. The proposition follows by structural induction. 
As a consequence of this proposition, by knowing one tree of an -class one already knows the -classes of the sub-
trees of all other trees of this -class. As this “one tree” we will use an η-representative tree on the right-hand side of
(5.2) below, and since this is enough information about all trees from its -class the for all quantifier from formula (5.3)
disappears.
5.2. -Classes and recolourings
Next we consider recolourings of trees. Unfortunately, it is not true that for two trees of the same -class the sets of
-classes of all their recolourings are equal:
Example 5.2. Let H be the functor that is given as a quotient of H = (−)2 + 1 modulo the -equation σ(x, y) = σ(y, x)
( = {σ, c}, where σ is binary and c nullary). Note that this equation is regular, so we clearly have a regular presentation
of H. Let C contain the colours white and black. We consider the following coloured trees t and t′ from QC :
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They obviously belong to the same -class [t] = [t′]. We obtain a recolouring r of t by colouring the left-hand child of
the root of t black. But now it is clear that there is no recolouring of t′ that lies in the -class of r: in every recolouring of t′
both children of the root must have the same colour because they are equivalent nodes in t′. But in every tree of the -class
of r they have different colours, namely black and white, because -equations preserve the colours of the nodes they are
applied to and the colourings of all subtrees of that node.
As the example shows, the concepts of -classes and recolourings just are not compatible: having -classesmeans having
different trees in a single -class (cf. the child trees of t), and of course these trees may be subtrees of some tree. But as
long as subtrees of a tree (belonging to the same -class) are not rooted at equivalent nodes, which would be respected by
recolourings, different recolourings can be applied to the subtrees taking them to different -classes (cf. the child trees of
r). And since we surely have some trees where subtrees belonging to the same -classes are rooted at equivalent nodes and
some trees where this is not the case, more or less recolourings can be applied and more or less -classes can be obtained.
Nevertheless we can state a similar proposition for recolourings as we had for subtrees (Proposition 5.1) if we choose any
η with QC ◦ η = idHQC and restrict t to be an η-representative tree. In this case it follows from being the η-representative
tree that for any two subtrees of tq of the same -class their root nodes are equivalent (cf. Remark 3.7(1)). Since recolouring
a tree preserves equivalent nodes, recolourings of η-representative trees have the special property that any two subtrees
of the same -class in the original tree become subtrees of the same -class in the recolouring again. In other words, for
η-representative trees “as many subtrees as possible” are rooted at equivalent nodes and this way the recolourings of an
η-representative tree form a minimal set of -classes. And this will be enough compatibility of -classes and recolourings
to get a simple sound and complete deduction system, now working with η-representative trees.
Note that in general recolourings of η-representative trees are no longer η-representative trees.
Proposition 5.3. Let H be an accessible functor with a presentation  : H → H and a choice of η-representative trees, and let
q ∈ QC. For every tree t′ ∈ QC such that [t′] = q the -classes of recolourings of tq form a subset of the -classes of recolouring
of t′, in short
[t′] = q ⇒ {[r] | r recolouring of tq} ⊆ {[r′] | r′ recolouring of t′}.
Proof. Given q and a recolouring r of tq, we will prove that
(1) an H-homomorphism f
∗
 : QC → QC can be defined such that r = f ∗(tq) and
(2) for all t′ with [t′] = q the recolouring r′ = f ∗(t′) fulfils [r] = [r′].
(1) Definition of f ∗ . The given recolouring r of tq yields a colour from C for every subtree of tq, namely the colour r assigns
to its root. Since tq is an η-representative tree, all of its subtrees are η-representative trees again, see Remark 3.7(1). Thus
there is at most one subtree of tq from a given -class, namely the η-representative tree of that -class. Furthermore, for
isomorphic subtrees the assignment always yields the same colour, see Remark 4.12. Then the colours of the subtrees of tq
given by r can be assigned to the -classes of these subtrees of tq in a unique way. More formally, let St
q ⊆ QC be the set of
all -classes of subtrees of tq. Then r uniquely determines a C-colouring f ′ : Stq → C of Stq .
Choosing arbitrary colours for the remaining -classes, we can extend f ′ to a C-colouring f : QC → C of QC . We obtain
the uniqueH-homomorphism f ∗ : QC → QC with γ ◦ f ∗ = f into the cofreeH-coalgebra on C. Using themap ˆ : QC → QC
that assigns to every tree its -class, we can extend f to a C-colouring f ◦ ˆ : QC → C of QC . We obtain the unique
H-homomorphism f
∗
 : QC → QC with γ  ◦ f ∗ = f ◦ ˆ into the cofree H-coalgebra on C.
We prove
ˆ ◦ f ∗ = f ∗ ◦ ˆ. (5.1)
Both sides are H-homomorphisms into the cofree H-coalgebra QC since their components are H-homomorphisms: for ˆ
see diagram (3.1), f ∗ as an H-homomorphism also is an H-homomorphism of the coalgebras extended via the natural
transformation , and for f ∗ see its definition. Both sides of (5.1) are readily proved to be the unique colour-compatible
homomorphisms into QC for the colouring f ◦ ˆ, which concludes the proof: for the left-hand side recall that γ ◦ ˆ = γ  ,
then together with γ  ◦ f ∗ = f ◦ ˆ we have γ ◦ ˆ ◦ f ∗ = f ◦ ˆ. For the right-hand side just compose γ ◦ f ∗ = f with ˆ and
obtain γ ◦ f ∗ ◦ ˆ = f ◦ ˆ.
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Nextweprove f ∗(tq) = r and f ∗(q) = ˆ(r). Thefirst equation is truebecause for every subtree sof tqwehave s ∈ ˆ−1(Stq)
and the root of f ∗(s) is coloured with the colour f ′ assigns to the -class of s. The second equation follows from the first one
by using (5.1):
f ∗(q) = (f ∗ ◦ ˆ)(tq) = (ˆ ◦ f ∗)(tq) = ˆ(r).
(2) Proof of [f ∗(tq)] = [f ∗(t′)]. We consider a tree t′ with [t′] = q and define r′ := f ∗(t′)which is a recolouring of t′ by
Definition 4.11. Using (5.1) we immediately get
f ∗(q) = (f ∗ ◦ ˆ)(t′) = (ˆ ◦ f ∗)(t′) = ˆ(r′).
Collecting the results we finally obtain the desired equation
[r] = ˆ(r) = f ∗(q) = ˆ(r′) = [r′]. 
5.3. Soundness and completeness
Theorem 5.4. Let H be an accessible functor with a regular presentation  : H → H and a choice of η-representative trees. A
coequationq is a consequence of the coequationsqi, i ∈ I, if and only if there exist i ∈ I and r¯ ∈ QC such that [r¯] = qi and r¯
is a recolouring of a subtree of tq, in short
⋂
i∈I
qi | q ⇐⇒ ∃i ∈ I ∃r¯.[r¯] = qi : r¯  tq. (5.2)
Proof. From Theorem 4.18 we know that the left-hand side of (5.2) is equivalent to
∀t.[t] = q ∃i ∈ I ∃r.[r] = qi : r  t. (5.3)
We prove (5.3) to be equivalent to the right-hand side of (5.2).
⇒ Since [tq] = q, we can look at (5.3) in the special case of t = tq. It yields the existence of a tree r such that [r] = qi
for some i ∈ I and r  tq. Renaming r to r¯, this already is the right-hand side of (5.2).
⇐ From the right-hand side of (5.2) we have a tree r¯ such that [r¯] = qi for some i ∈ I and r¯  tq. The latter means that
r¯ is a recolouring of some subtree s¯ of tq. Proposition 5.1 yields for every tree t ∈ QC with [t] = q = [tq] the existence of
a subtree s of t with [s] = [s¯]. Since s¯ as a subtree of an η-representative tree is again an η-representative tree (cf. Remark
3.7(1)), we obtain from Proposition 5.3 a recolouring r of s with [r] = [r¯]. Altogether this means r  t and [r] = qi, which
precisely is (5.3). 
Since for a consequence of coequations Theorem 5.4 only requires the existence of one tree r¯ with some properties, it
is much simpler than Theorem 4.18, which for each tree from a whole -class requires the existence of a tree r with these
properties. Because of this (and using the fact that a subtree of an η-representative tree always is an η-representative tree
again) we are able to formulate two simple deduction rules similar to the case of polynomial functors (Definition 4.15).
Definition 5.5. Given an accessible functor H with a presentation  : H → H and a choice of η-representative trees, we
define the following deduction system for (H, , η):
(1) child rule
q′
q (t
q′ is a child tree of tq)
(2) recolouring rule
q′
q (there exists a recolouring r¯ of t
q s.t. [r¯] = q′).
Corollary 5.6. For every accessible functor H with a regular presentation  and a choice of η-representative trees, the deduction
system for (H, , η) from Definition 5.5 is sound and complete for the coequational logic of H.
Note that the deduction system for polynomial functors from Definition 4.15 is a special case of the one presented here:
the presentation used in Definition 4.15 is the identity transformation  = id together with the only “choice” η = id of
η-representative trees, i.e. every -class precisely contains one tree which is the η-representative tree and can be identified
with its -class.
For an example of a deduction system given by Definition 5.5, one may instantiate it for the functor Pc with  and η as
given in Example 3.9(2).
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Corollary 5.7. Let H be an accessible functor with a regular presentation  : H → H and a choice of η-representative trees,
and let U′,U ⊆ QC be subsets of the cofree H-coalgebra. Then U is a consequence of U′ if and only if every -class q ∈ QC, for
which the -classes of all recolourings of subtrees of tq lie in U′, lies in U, in short
U′ | U ⇐⇒ ∀q ∈ QC : (∀r.r  tq : [r] ∈ U′) ⇒ q ∈ U.
Proof. We give a proof analogous to the one of Corollary 4.17 from [1]. First we reduce consequences of sets to consequences
of coequations proving
U′ | U ⇐⇒ ∀q ∈ QC : (U | q) ⇒ (U′ | q).
To do so, recall from Remark 4.7(1) that U ⊆ QC is logically equivalent to a set of coequations qi, i ∈ I where ⋃i∈I qi
is the complement of U. From U′ | U and U | q we immediately have U′ | U | q and consequently U′ | q
due to transitivity of |. On the other hand, if we assume (U | q) ⇒ (U′ | q) for all q ∈ QC , in particular we have
(U | qi) ⇒ (U′ | qi) for all i ∈ I. Since U | qi is always true for all i ∈ I, it holds that U′ | qi for all i ∈ I. But
this just means U′ | U.
Nowwecanapply Theorem5.4 inorder to get anexpression for consequences of sets in termsof the relation. Afterwards
we form the contrapositive:
(U | q) ⇒ (U′ | q)
⇐⇒ (∃qi ∈ QC\U ∃r : [r] = qi ∧ r  tq)
⇒ (∃qi ∈ QC\U′ ∃r : [r] = qi ∧ r  tq)
⇐⇒ (∀qi ∈ QC\U′ ∀r : [r] 
= qi ∨ r 
 tq)
⇒ (∀qi ∈ QC\U ∀r : [r] 
= qi ∨ r 
 tq)
By slightly rewriting the premise of the latter formula (line before last) we see that it precisely is the premise in the corollary
because ∀qi ∈ QC\U′ : [r] 
= qi just means [r] ∈ U′. And the conclusion of the formula (last line) is the conclusion in the
corollary, too: on the one hand, in the special case r = tq we get ∀qi ∈ QC\U : [tq] 
= qi, which means q ∈ U. On the other
hand, all we can conclude from the formula is q′ ∈ U for some -class q′; this is covered by the for all quantifier for q in the
corollary. 
6. Accessible functors without regular presentations
6.1. Necessity of regular presentations
The first direction of Theorem 5.4 (completeness) was easily proved: nothing else but the existence of η-representative
trees was needed, which is guaranteed for every accessible functor by the axiom of choice. But for the converse (soundness)
we needed some more effort, especially in Propositions 5.1 and 5.3, which are the core of the new deduction system: they
guarantee that the simplification of Section 5.3 works. In Proposition 5.1 we needed regularity of the presentation of the
functor to ensure some compatibility of -classes and subtrees. We will now prove the necessity of this assumption for
Theorem 5.4: if the presentation is not regular (and the functor has a non-trivial terminal coalgebra), trees are merged in
one -class without their subtrees belonging to the same -classes.
Theorem 6.1. A presentation  : H → H of an accessible functor H with |T| > 1 is regular if and only if the corresponding
deduction systems from Definition 5.5 are sound and complete for the coequational logic of H. That is, if and only if for every η
with QC ◦ η = idHQC and any coequationsq andqi, i ∈ I we have⋂
i∈I
qi | q ⇐⇒ ∃i ∈ I ∃r¯.[r¯] = qi : r¯  tq. (6.1)
Proof. In Theorem 5.4 for accessible functors with regular presentations it was shown that for every ηwith QC ◦ η = idHQC
and any coequations (6.1) is true. Now we assume a non-regular presentation of an accessible functor H with |T| > 1 and
find some η with QC ◦ η = idHQC and coequations, for which (6.1) is not true.
Since this presentation is not regular, there is an -equation which is not regular, i.e. of the form
σ(x) = τ(y) with σ ∈ n, τ ∈ k , x : n → X , y : k → X (6.2)
where we have a non-empty set
Y := {y(i) | i < k ∧ y(i) 
= x(j)∀j < n}
of variables that do not appear on the left-hand side. Note that σ and τ may be the same operation symbol.
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Denote by t the tree whose nodes are all labelled by the operation symbol σ and some fixed colour c ∈ C, thus it
has the property that all its subtrees are isomorphic to t itself. Let q := [t], and let q0 be an -class with q0 
= q but
γ (q0) = γ (q) (which exists by the assumption |T| > 1, see Lemma 6.2 below). From the definition of t we know that the
term (Hˆ ◦ αQC )(t) can be written as σ(u ◦ x)where u : X → QC is defined by u(v) = q if v 
∈ Y and u(v) = q0 if v ∈ Y .
Since ˆ(t) = q we conclude from diagram (3.1) that σ(u ◦ x) ∈ (−1QC ◦ αQC )(q). Using (6.2), i.e. X(σ (x)) = X(τ (y)), we
get
QC (σ (u ◦ x)) = (QC ◦ Hu)(σ (x))
= (Hu ◦ X)(σ (x))
= (Hu ◦ X)(τ (y))
= (QC ◦ Hu)(τ (y))
= QC (τ (u ◦ y))
and thus τ(u ◦ y) ∈ (−1QC ◦ αQC )(q). This enables us to choose a fixed η : HQC → HQC with QC ◦ η = idHQC such that
(η ◦ αQC )(q) = τ(u ◦ y).
Let cr¯ and pr¯ be the presentation of the η-representative tree r¯ of the -class q0 according to Lemma 3.10. We define
a new tree tq by ctq := γ (q) and by defining ptq as follows: ptq(w) := τ(u ◦ y) for each word w ∈ {i | y(i) 
∈ Y}∗ and
ptq(w) := pr¯(v) for each word w = ujv with u ∈ {i | y(i) 
∈ Y}∗, j ∈ {i | y(i) ∈ Y} and v ∈ D(pr¯). The conditions from
Lemma 3.10 can be easily verified, so this is a well-defined tree.
We prove that tq is the η-representative tree of the -class q. According to Lemma 3.11 it clearly belongs to the -class q
because ctq = γ (q) and
(QC ◦ ptq)(ε) = QC (τ (u ◦ y)) = (QC ◦ η ◦ αQC )(q) = αQC (q).
Additionally, we have ptq(w) ∈ η[HQC] for all words w ∈ D(tq): for words from {i | y(i) 
∈ Y}∗ this is true by definition of
η and for all other words this follows from r¯ being an η-representative tree and Lemma 3.12. Thus again Lemma 3.12 yields
the desired result.
Now we evaluate (6.1) with the given -classes q and q0 (I = {0}). First, the right-hand side of (6.1) is true: the η-
representative tree tq has by its definition the subtree r¯ since Y is non-empty, and [r¯] = q0. Second, the left-hand side of
(6.1) which precisely is (5.3), is not true: we consider the tree t from the -class q. Its only subtree is t itself, and (non-trivial)
recolourings of this subtree always have a different root colour than the root colour of t which is the root colour of all the
trees from the -class q0. This means there is no recolouring of a subtree of t from the -class q0. 
We still need to prove:
Lemma 6.2. Whenever |T| > 1 we can find q, q′ ∈ QC with q 
= q′ and γ (q) = γ (q′).
Proof. We can choose a colouring f : T → C that maps every element of T to the same colour and obtain a unique H-
homomorphism f ∗ : T → QC with γ ◦ f ∗ = f . We prove that f ∗ is injective: if we assume the contrary, f ∗ would merge
two different elements from the terminal coalgebra. From homomorphisms being functional bisimulations we would get
that the two elements are bisimilar, a contradiction to the fact that the greatest bisimulation on a terminal coalgebra is the
diagonal.
By the assumption |T| > 1 we have at least two different elements t, t′ ∈ T and injectivity of f ∗ gives us q := f ∗(t) and
q′ := f ∗(t′)with q = f ∗(t) 
= f ∗(t′) = q′. From the definition of f we have f (t) = f (t′), and togetherwith γ ◦ f ∗ = f we get
γ (q) = (γ ◦ f ∗)(t) = f (t) = f (t′) = (γ ◦ f ∗)(t′) = γ (q′). 
6.2. Regular presentations and preservation of preimages
Let C0,1 and C1 denote the functors that map every set to 1 except that C0,1∅ = ∅.
Definition 6.3 [2]. A functorH is called sound 3 if every natural transformation C0,1 → H has a unique extension to C1 → H.
Soundness of a Set-functor is not a very restricting condition: every Set-functor can be modified on ∅ and on the empty
maps in order to obtain a sound functor, see [2]. The concept of sound functors can already be found in [6] under the name
“standard functors”.
3 This property of a functor is not to be confused with soundness of a deduction system for a logic.
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The condition that the functor H has a regular presentation is closely related to preservation of preimages by H. For
finitary functors we have the following.
Lemma 6.4 [3]. A sound finitary functor preserves preimages if and only if it has a regular presentation.
This can be proved by choosing a minimal presentation of H. Accessible functors need not have a minimal presentation,
see [2]; in order to state a similar lemma for preimage preserving functors we have to weaken regular presentations to
“almost regular presentations”.
Definition 6.5. A presentation is called almost regular if for every -equation σ(x) = τ(y), σ ∈ n, τ ∈ k the term
σ(x) only depends on the indices S := {i | x(i) ∈ y[k]} (the indices with variables that appear on both sides). That is, the
subobject a : S ↪→ n has the property that σ(x) = σ(z) is an -equation for each z with x ◦ a = z ◦ a.
Lemma 6.6. ([2]) A sound accessible functor preserves preimages if and only if it has an almost regular presentation.
Infinitary accessible functors may preserve preimages but have no regular presentation, see [2]. From Theorem 6.1 we
know that it is necessary to have a regular presentation in order to obtain soundness and completeness of the simple
deduction system for each choice of η-representative trees (functors with |T| ≤ 1 may be an exception). Thus for infinitary
functors it is not sufficient to preserve preimages to obtain soundness and completeness for each choice of η-representative
trees whereas it is for finitary functors.
6.3. A sound and complete deduction system for further accessible functors
Observe that Theorem 6.1 still allows accessible functors without regular presentations to have a sound and complete
deduction system: it states that there is an η for which there is no such system (or that |T| ≤ 1), but there may be some
different η for which we can find a sound and complete system. Indeed, there are functors without a regular presentation
but with such an η.
Definition 6.7. An -class q ∈ QC is called complex if |(−1QC ◦ αQC )(q)| > 1.
If we have a presentation of a functor where every complex -class contains a single node tree, we can find some η
such that Theorem 5.4 holds for the special case of these η-representative trees: we choose η such that every element of
HQC which has the form αQC (q) for a complex -class q is mapped to a term c(x) ∈ HQC where c ∈  is a constant and
x : ∅ → QC is the emptymap. Such a choice is possible because having a single node tree labelled by the constant c in ˆ−1(q)
implies c(x) ∈ (−1QC ◦ αQC )(q) by diagram (3.1). All the other elements in HQC have the form αQC (q) for a non-complex
-class q, i.e. |(−1QC ◦ αQC )(q)| = 1. These elements will be mapped by η to the single element of (−1QC ◦ αQC )(q) because
we want QC ◦ η = idHQC to hold.
The idea of this construction is to choose single node η-representative trees for complex -classes which is possible
whenever an -class contains such a tree. These η-representative trees make the problem of compatibility of -classes and
subtrees easier since they only have themselves as subtrees. Again this is a kind of minimality as we had for the number of
-classes of recolourings of subtrees of η-representative trees: while that minimality for recolourings is kept, here also the
number of -classes of subtrees of η-representative trees is minimised.
For the rest of this subsection assume a functorHwith a presentation  : H → Hwhere every complex -class contains
a single node tree and a fixed η constructed as just described to be given.
Lemma 6.8. Let q be an -class and t′ a tree from that -class. Let (ct′ , pt′) and (ctq , ptq) be the presentations of t′ and tq from
Lemma 3.10. Then pt′(w) = ptq(w) for all words w where there exists an ordinal i such that wi ∈ D(ptq).
Proof. We distinguish two cases:
(1) q is complex. Then η maps αQC (q) to a term c(x), which is mapped to the term c(ηˆ ◦ x) by Hηˆ. From diagram (3.2) it
follows that tq = ηˆ(q) is a single node tree labelled with the constant c. Thus there is nothing to prove because there
is no word w with wi ∈ D(ptq).
(2) q is not complex. Assume pt′(ε) 
= ptq(ε). Since [t′] = q = [tq]we get (QC ◦ pt′)(ε) = αQC (q) = (QC ◦ ptq)(ε) from
Lemma 3.11. This means |(−1QC ◦ αQC )(q)| > 1, a contradiction to non-complexity of q. Thus pt′(ε) = ptq(ε). Then for
every ordinal i with i ∈ D(ptq) we have [t′i ] = [tqi ] and can apply the same argument. By structural induction on the
length of thewords (the depth of the trees) we get pt′(w) = ptq(w) for allwwithwi ∈ D(ptq) because the -classes of
all the subtrees t
q
w must be non-complex: subtrees of η-representative trees always are η-representative trees again
(see Remark 3.7(1)), and by the first part of the proof every complex -class has a single node tree as η-representative
tree. But the t
q
w are no single node trees because wi ∈ D(ptq), hence the -classes [tqw] are not complex. 
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Proposition 6.9. Let q ∈ QC. For every tree t′ ∈ QC such that [t′] = q the -classes of subtrees of tq form a subset of the
-classes of subtrees of t′, in short
[t′] = q ⇒ {[s] | s subtree of tq} ⊆ {[s′] | s′ subtree of t′}.
Proof. From Lemma 6.8 we know that D(ptq) ⊆ D(pt′). Moreover, that lemma (see its proof) yields [tqw] = [t′w] for every
word w ∈ D(ptq). Thus for any subtree s = tqw of tq we can choose the subtree s′ = t′w of t′ at the same position and
immediately have [s] = [s′]. 
Now we can easily convince ourselves by a look at the proof of Theorem 5.4 that this proposition is sufficient to replace
Proposition 5.1. Proposition 5.3 which is also needed in the proof of the theorem is still valid because it does not depend on
the assumption of a regular presentation.
Corollary 6.10. Let H be an accessible functor with a presentation  : H → H where every complex -class contains a single
node tree and with the above choice of η-representative trees. Then the deduction system for (H, , η) from Definition 5.5 is sound
and complete for the coequational logic of H.
This also includes functors that have no regular presentation:
Example 6.11. The diagonal functor (see Example 3.16(4)) has a single complex -class for every colour from C which
contains the single node tree labelled by the constant c and that colour. Thus we have a sound and complete deduction
system for η constructed as above. Note that this functor has no regular presentation and indeed one can find a different
η such that the deduction system from Definition 5.5 is not sound and complete (although we cannot apply Theorem 6.1
because we have |T| = 1).
7. Conclusion
7.1. Summary
In the present paper,we formulated simple deduction systems for the coequational logic of accessible functors (Definition
5.5) and proved them to be sound and complete in case of a regular presentation (Corollary 5.6). This was based on the
existence of so called η-representative trees for accessible functors which we could show (Definition 3.5). We also proved
that in general we cannot obtain soundness and completeness for these systems in case of a non-regular presentation
(Theorem 6.1). Specialising further on certain presentations and η-representative trees, this yielded a sound and complete
deduction system even for some accessible functors without a regular presentation (Corollary 6.10).
7.2. Future work
As mentioned in the related work part of the introduction there are many different logics dealing with the same subject,
namely system properties. The relationship between the coequational logic presented here and modal logics in the sense of
[10,12,13] is a topic for future work.
Another point to start from might be the observation from Remark 3.7(3), where we found that terminal coalgebras
of accessible functors can always be described as sets of trees: this way one might find concrete descriptions of terminal
coalgebras that have not been discovered yet.
Further tasks would be to detect whether the condition |T| > 1 is necessary for Theorem 6.1 and to investigate the
dependence of the assumption needed in Section 6.3 on the choice of presentation of the functor.
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